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Abstract
The Antweiler Pollution Terms of Trade Index (PTTI) measures environmental gains or losses
sustained by a country from international trade. Measuring total exports and imports in value terms
distorts the results when the index is used for comparisons and analysis. Structural Decomposition
Analysis (SDA) can provide an estimate of such distortions, due to price effects. This paper
proposes a procedure of SDA of PTTI changes to deal with this problem. It measures impacts of
changes in prices of traded outputs, changes in the real trade mix and volume, and changes in
technology, but can be extended to account for other factors too. The pollution content refers here
to pollution generated directly in the production of outputs, actually traded in the international
markets. However, additional induced effects due to international trade can be included, if they are
estimated. Pollution intensity is expressed per unit of total exports and imports respectively, and
not per unit of value added, an issue discussed. A case study for The Netherlands is provided for
the period 2007-2010. PTTI values and their annual changes are estimated for emission contents
in greenhouse CO2 equivalent. Results confirm the significant and distortive role of prices in
measurements and comparisons.
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Introduction
Over the last 200 years, the world’s population has grown roughly six times, world output
has grown 60 times and world trade has grown over 140 times (WTO 2013, p 46). During the same
time period, concentrations of GHG in the atmosphere increased approximately by 142% for CO2,
253% for methane and 121% for nitrous oxide (EPA Climate Change Indicators). This trade
expansion and liberalization coupled with environmental concerns, environmental treaties, and
country specific regulations, motivate theoretical research for the understanding of international
trade impacts on the environment (Copeland and Taylor 2003). The need to test relevant theoretical
views and to quantify countries' positions in the matrix of international trade -and- environmental
pollution, lends weight to empirical approaches. Pollution embodied in exported and imported
commodities change over time due to different trade mix, regimes, or due to technological change.
It is thus important to measure the pollution content of tradeable goods and also its' changes over
time. Indices based on such measurements are equally substantial. They summarize this
information and facilitate its use.
Such indices consider one or more pollutants at a time. They may reflect absolute
measurements such as the pollution content of exports, imports, and their difference, or they may
reflect relative magnitudes such as the ratio of the pollution contents of exports and imports.
Different indices are expected to capture different aspects of the relation between trade and
environment, with their values depending on different variables. Changes in the indices reflect the
impact of these variables. Knowledge of such changes and the significance of the specific forces
that drives them is useful in interpreting environmental impacts due to trade, and evaluate different
trade policy results on environmental pollution and its international distribution.
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In this study we focus on the Pollution Terms of Trade Index (PTTI) and its changes. PTTI
is defined as the ratio of the pollution content per monetary unit of exports over the pollution
content per monetary unit of imports. Structural Decomposition Analysis (SDA) methods based
on information provided by Input-Output accounts, can be a particularly useful tool of analysis to
estimate the contribution of different factors to these changes (Miller and Blair, 2009). A standard
additive SDA method of PTTI changes is suggested. The role of volume and mix of trade,
technological changes, and changes in prices of traded commodities can be captured while the
method can be extended further to capture the role of more detailed factors and disaggregated
results. Since the original PTTIs are expressed in monetary terms, comparisons of their values and
changes, and certain decomposition analyses of them may yield results with serious distortions.
We argue that differences in prices of the different traded commodities, as well as different changes
in these prices, may significantly distort the measurement of the true pollution content of trade in
the index and distort comparisons. The suggested SDA method is applied on data for The
Netherlands. Compatible trade and environmental data are used and obtained from the Input
Output tables and Environmental Accounts of the Dutch economy.

Related Literature and Discussion
The usefulness of Index Decomposition Analysis (IDA) and SDA methods on studying
issues related to energy and emission of pollutants has been recognized since late 1970’s1. IDA
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Ang and Zhang (2000) discuss developments and survey 117 IDA studies, up from 51 from a previous survey in
1995. A survey is also provided in Xu and Ang (2013). SDA reviews can be found in Rose and Casler (1996) and Miller
and Blair (2009) as well. Hoekstra and van den Bergh (2002) discuss 27 SDA studies analyzing physical flows in the
economy. Su and Ang (2012) discuss 43 SDA studies of the period 1999-2010, on energy and emissions, and classify
them according to their different characteristics including their particular decomposition method.
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refers to decomposition analysis of index numbers or magnitudes expressed in terms of a base or
previous year, and has been more popular in investigating energy use or emissions who are related
to energy consumption. IDA is relatively less demanding in terms of data, and most often uses
other than Input-Output (IO) table data. SDA methods on the other hand, usually rely heavily on
information from such IO tables. The use of SDA methods was facilitated and expanded by the
introduction of extended IO analysis, including energy and environmental IO models.
The evolution and advances in IDA applied in energy and emissions in particular, were
examined in studies such as Ang et al. (2010, 2009, 2003). Developments in the use of SDA in
energy and emissions and comparisons between IDA and SDA are provided and thoroughly
discussed in Su and Ang (2012). Decomposition analyses can take both, additive or multiplicative
forms. In the exact additive decomposition techniques, no residual term remains and the analyzed
changes are perfectly attributed. Dietzenbacher and Los (1998) discuss alternative forms and uses
of such methods found in past literature. They propose the use of the average of all exact
decomposition forms or alternatively, the average of two polar techniques which was empirically
found close to the overall average (concealing however as the authors argue the overall
methodological differences). In the study of Su and Ang (2012) the authors construct and present
the general mathematical framework of additive SDA methods which are exact and also ideal (i.e.
the sequence of factors in the product to be analyzed does not affect the decomposition results),
while an application on China’s CO2 emissions is also presented.
Additive forms are the most common in SDA especially in studies on energy and pollution
(Su and Ang, 2014, 2012) while the traditional multiplicative SDA cannot attribute changes to
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factors at the sectoral level2. In IDA, both multiplicative and additive forms are used (Ang et al.,
2000, Su and Ang, 2014, 2012). Incorporating the attribution analysis in IDA suggested by Choi
and Ang (2012), a multiplicative SDA method was developed by Su and Ang (2014). The method
was introduced into the study of emissions embodied in trade, analyzing the contribution of the
Chinese industrial sectors to the embodied CO2 emissions in the country’s exports. Other
multiplicative SDA studies in energy consumption include the work of Fan and Xia (2012) and
Zhang and Lahr (2014). Further contributions in the introduction of multiplicative SDA in energy
and emissions are found in Su and Ang (2015)3.
Several studies, starting with Proops et al. (1993), applied spatial rather than temporal
decomposition analysis on energy and emissions. Recent substantial contributions at the
theoretical level as well, can be found in Su and Ang (2016) and Ang et al. (2015). In Ang et al.
(2015) alternative approaches to spatial IDA are discussed and compared. A framework for
interregional energy efficiency comparisons using IDA is also provided. In Su and Ang (2016) a
framework for multiregional SDA is presented and four extended Leontief models for spatial SDA
of both, additive and multiplicative forms are constructed.

2

A multiplicative SDA method was proposed by Dietzenbacher and Los (1998), and has been adopted in several
studies. In Su and Ang (2014) it is shown that this method is conceptually similar to the generalized Fisher index
method in IDA (Ang et al., 2004).
3

In Su and Ang (2015) four alternative Input-Output models are introduced to study an economy’s aggregate carbon
intensity and an application in the study of China’s intensity is provided. The different models are distinguished by
different combinations of IO analyses, imports assumptions and GDP calculation. The alternative way of treating
imports (competitive versus non-competitive) which is in general particularly significant in the construction of IO
tables and analysis, is addressed by the authors for the Leontief and also for the Ghosh models. A formal analysis of
the two treatments of imports and their consequences is provided, as is also the case in Su and Ang (2013).
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The Pollution Terms of Trade Index
The concept and index of the pollution terms of trade (PTT) was introduced by Antweiler
(1996) in order to measure a country’s environmental gains and losses caused by international
trade. Another measure suggested by Muradian et al., (2002) was the use of the balance of
emissions embodied in trade, i.e. the difference between pollution embodied in exports and in
imports. The latter found several applications in the literature and without doubt provided valuable
information on the overall pollution effect of international trade activities. Nevertheless, the
measure is affected by the size of the international trade balance and its short term changes, and
its stability for long run analysis is reduced (Antweiler, 1996, Strauman, 2003). As in the case with
the international terms of trade, there is also a need for an equivalent index with respect to
pollution, which is unaffected by the size of trade balance. Such an index would also capture a
long term view. The Antweiler PTTI satisfies the aforementioned criteria as a measure of relative
trade weighted pollution intensity. It is defined as the ratio of pollution embodied per monetary
unit of exports over the pollution embodied per monetary unit of imports, where pollution refers
to anyone or more particular pollutants.
Previous efforts to construct a pollution terms of trade index were based on pollution
abatement costs (Kalt 1988, Robinson 1988). The idea was inspired by Walter (1983) who
suggested the use of the abatement-cost content of trade but did not produce a theoretically justified
measure. Moreover, as Antweiler (1996) maintains these efforts did not lead to the construction of
indices appropriate for international comparisons. Based on Antweiler’s Pollution Terms of Trade
Index (PTTI), a country “gains” from trade in environmental terms when the exported goods have
a lower pollution content per monetary unit, than the corresponding content of imports. In such a
5

case the value of the index is lower than one. If a country engages in “environmental dumping” it
aims at a reduction of the PTTI.
Consider n traded commodities (i=1,2,…,n) for a country trading with κ other countries
(j=1,2,…,κ), Θ pollutants (θ=1, 2…, Θ) produced in the production processes of the n outputs, and
ψθij is the content of θ per unit of produced i in country j, then the PTTI of a certain country and
period t can be written using summations rather than matrix forms, as:
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where X i is the value of i exported from the country and M ij is the value of i imported from
country j. Moreover, ωθ is a weight corresponding to the particular pollutant θ. Weights make
comparable different pollutants possibly measured in different units, or assign a different degree
of significance to each pollutant, or both. Based on their definition, coefficients ψθij represent
different production technologies with respect to each pollutant θ in the production process of each
output i, in each country j.
Antweiler (1996) provided estimates for 164 countries which reflected two influential
factors. One is the composition effect that depends on the mix and quantities of exported and
imported commodities. The second is the technology effect that is related to the production process
of each traded commodity in each country. Lack of detailed data in Antweiler’s study led to the
assumption that technologies for the same commodities are similar across trading countries, i.e.
6

the pollution content of a traded commodity per unit is the same regardless of the country of
production. As a result, when this common assumption is made, differences in PTTI values reflect
only different composition effects.
Grether and Mathys (2013) propose the use of a revised PTTI differing from the original in
that pollution contents of exports and imports are calculated per unit of value added rather than
total value of exports and imports respectively (Johnson and Noguera, 2012)4. Their calculation of
the revised PTTI includes final demand driven, domestically induced effects, due to bilateral trade
relationships. Emission contents of domestically traded outputs, due to intermediate transactions
initiated by international trade at the bilateral level, are thus included in the calculation of the
revised PTTI. Estimation of such outputs are based on the use of final demand driven input-output
multipliers. The study of Grether and Mathys (2013) refers to embodied SO2 emissions and
provides a multiplicative factor decomposition analysis (FDA) method of the revised PTTI5. For
each year and country, the corresponding PTTI values are broken down into
between-sector effect, between-country effect, and effects of technology, intermediate trade and
value added.
The inclusion in PTTI of emission contents in output traded domestically and generated by
induced effects of international trade, is an attempt to estimate and capture what is considered the
“true pollution or emission content generated by trade”. It is an extension and application of the
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In Johnson and Noguera (2012) the value added content of trade is measured to avoid the problem of double
counting in the value of trade when there is increased world-wide production sharing.
5

The authors considered SO2 emissions for 62 developing and developed countries over the 1990-2000 period. They
account for different technologies of production in similar sectors of different countries resulting in different
emission intensities. They use input output tables for the countries of the study where in final demand, international
trade of every country is broken down to bilateral trade with all other countries separately.
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discussion on the “true factor content of trade”. The original Vanek concept of factor content of
trade and predictions based on that, face trouble when the assumption of similar production
technologies is lifted and international trade in production inputs is present. Trefler and Zhu (2010)
proposed an algorithm giving Vanek-consistent predictions. They took under consideration that
models satisfying Vanek predictions are more than the Heckscher-Ohlin consistent models. They
also adopted as correct Vanek-relevant definition of the factor content of trade, the one suggested
by Deardoff (1985). The algorithm uses Input-Output (IO) table data on trading countries to
capture the factor content of trade.
More recently Duan and Jiang (2017) presented an SDA method to analyze changes in the
revised by Grether and Mathys (2013) PTTI of China, with CO2 emissions embodied in exports
and imports, measured per unit of value added. The authors cover the period 1995-2009 and they
use the World Input-Output Database (WIOD) with the economies of 40 countries classified in 35
sectors. There is also a similar aggregate table for the rest of the world. Duan and Jiang (2017)
also attempted to capture the content of emissions due to induced effects of bilateral international
trade. They do so in a more complete way because in addition to data on bilateral trade as final
demand transactions, their multiregional Input-Output (MRIO) model accounts for bilateral
intermediate sectoral transactions between countries as well. Their SDA approach allows for the
measurement of the technology effect, composition of final demand effect, final trade effect, and
intermediate trade effect, on changes of the revised PTTI.
We suggest here an additive SDA method to examine changes in the original Antweiler
PTTI. The SDA method proposed and applied by Duan and Jiang (2017) on the revised PTTI is
multiplicative. Additive forms have prevailed in SDA even though multiplicative forms gain
popularity and are considered more suitable for intensity or index changes. Still however, additive
8

SDAs are usually preferred in the analysis of absolute quantity changes and we use the additive
form here to analyze absolute changes in the value of the original PTTI. Calculating and using the
pollution embodied in exports and imports adding all effects induced by international trade is
understandable, if the researcher wishes to associate the overall pollution generation with
international trade activity between trading regions. Nevertheless, we consider the pollution
content of commodities actually traded in the international market, valuable information as such.
Similarly, it is a useful task to measure and analyse the PTTI based on this information, as in
Antweiler (1996). This is the reason also, that this type of “direct” pollution content has been used
often in decomposition analysis of the pollution content of the volume of trade, at its levels. Even
though this is our approach here, our standard additive SDA technique can easily be applied on
the PTTI using also the pollution content of induced output effects, once the latter is estimated.
Similar comments apply on the measurement of pollution content per unit of value added
which also aligns with the energy and emissions intensities set by the countries. As Duan and Jian
(2017) who used the revised PTTI argue, this is “more appropriate when reflecting a country’s
environmental cost compared to its economic gains”. In our study we measured pollution contents
per unit of total exports and total imports as originally proposed by Antweiler (1996), since we
were more interested in the comparison of such pollution intensities between exports and imports
in order to compare environmental costs and benefits. If one is interested in comparing purely
environmental gains and losses due to trade, and test in this spirit hypotheses such as
“environmental dumping”, we believe this approach to PTTI is more appropriate.
A problem with the use of the original PTTI lies in the fact that the denominators of both the
nominator and denominator in (1), i.e. total exports and total imports respectively, are expressed
in monetary values. This biases the results when comparisons are made as in Antweiler (1996).
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Differences in the trade mix over countries or time, combined with the different international prices
of the different commodities, do not allow reliable comparisons of PTTI values. Resorting to actual
commodities instead of their monetary values, would have made their aggregation impossible. The
problem persists of course when induced effects are considered in the index.
As a result, when the original PTTI rather than the revised one is more appropriate, the
problem appears also in decomposition analysis, where values of the original PTTI at their levels
are attributed to factors affecting their value (eg. factor decomposition analysis) or regression
analysis is performed.
Unlike comparisons of PTTIs at their levels across regions and years, in SDA of PTTI
changes the problem can be avoided, if data used are expressed in constant prices (as in Duan and
Jiang (2017) for the revised PTTI). This way, the PTTI changes can be estimated without the
impact of prices and their changes. They would provide therefore changes in the true
environmental gains and losses.
Changes in the PTTI are not less important than the values of the index at its levels. Even
without the distorting effect of prices, estimated values of PTTI at a given time may not necessarily
reflect environmental impacts of policies, incentives, regimes, etc. They may simply reflect
existing comparative advantages and technologies.
It is of interest and useful therefore to examine changes in the Antweiler PTTI values over
time, as policies and institutional or legal frameworks change. The distortion to results of SDA if
the impact of prices is not subtracted in intertemporal analysis, can provide an estimate of their
distorting role when original PTTIs are used at their levels too. For this reason, together with the
suggestion of an additive SDA technique of changes in the values of the Antweiler index in (1), it
is our purpose to use this technique to capture the impact of prices on PPTI estimates using current
10

data. As before, we should make clear that if SDA of the original PTTI using IO data in constant
prices is the objective, then the suggested additive technique is easily modified to capture other
impacts (including and beyond the non-price effects of this paper).
The availability of IO tables in constant prices allows for the construction of price indices
for traded commodities, and the separate calculation of impacts caused by actual traded quantities
and prices, on changes of the PTTI in (1). Price indices are constructed for the value of domestic
production by economic sector, imports, and exports, classified per similar foreign or domestic
sectors respectively. The technique presented here estimates the role and significance of: (a)
changes in prices of exported and imported commodities, (b) real changes in the mix and
magnitude of traded quantities that have pollution content, and (c) changes in production
technologies of the different traded commodities, but could take into account more factors.
As a case study the technique is applied on the year to year changes of the PTTI using
Eurostat’s data on The Netherlands for the period 2007-2010. The Dutch environmental accounts
for the same four years were combined with Input-Output accounts for the Dutch economy in
current and previous year prices. The Antweiler PTTI is calculated with respect to the three
greenhouse gas pollutants, expressed and treated as one pollutant in terms of greenhouse CO2
equivalent. Different or more pollutants can be considered simultaneously as in (1).
Data and Methodology
The set of 2007-2010 Input-Output tables published by Eurostat includes the Use and Supply
Matrices and the derived “Symmetric” Input-Output Tables (“Siot”) which are of the traditional
sector by sector Leontief form. Unlike most of the European Siot matrices which are of the
commodity by commodity Leontief form, the sector by sector form makes the Dutch Siot tables
most suitable for use in combination with the environmental accounts which provide pollution data
11

on a sectoral basis, (even though under certain assumptions such Siot matrices can be constructed
separately for other countries too).
All Dutch tables are given in current and previous year prices which allows for the
construction of price indices for each sector by sector and final demand transaction. This can be
done also for the overall sectoral outputs, exports, and imports. Every change in values can be
broken down to changes due to actual quantities and prices. Moreover, the Siot tables are given
broken down in two detailed matrices one of which refers to domestic transactions with
domestically produced outputs and another one with imported outputs. The sum of the two
matrices is the original Siot. As with the latter, the two matrices are given for the 2007-2010 period
in both, current and previous year prices.
Information provided by the Central Bureau of Statistics of the Netherlands and Eurostat on
greenhouse gasses (carbon dioxide CO2, methane CH4, and nitrous oxide N2O) were also utilized.
We used in particular the data on greenhouse CO2 gas equivalent which was treated as one
pollutant. The latter is a weighted sum of the three greenhouse gasses. The Antweiler PTTI with
respect to greenhouse CO2 gas equivalents is used in our SDA in its initial form and under altered
assumptions. The environmental accounts provide information on emissions of the greenhouse gas
equivalents and other pollutants on a sector by sector basis for a series of years including the 20072010 period. Sectors are defined in a similar way as in the IO Tables according to NACE 2. The
tables classify the economy into sixty-five domestic, producing, endogenous (i.e. non final
demand) sectors, two of which however have no economic activity and there are no imports of
corresponding foreign sectors. Some of the NACE 2 sectors of the environmental accounts are in
a more disaggregated and others in a more aggregated form than the sectors in the IO Tables.
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To achieve exact correspondence, we aggregated and classified all economic sectors into
thirty-nine and calculated their total domestic output and exports, together with imports of
corresponding foreign outputs. This corresponds to data treatment I in Su et. al (2010) as opposed
to treatment II where data on energy consumption or emissions are disaggregated, directly if
possible or extrapolating information, to match IO sectors6. It was done using the Leontief Siot
tables in both, current and previous year prices. For each year t and each sector i the greenhouse
gas equivalent per unit of output ψit (in ton. per mil. euros) was estimated using the sectoral outputs
in current prices. Multiplying each coefficient by the corresponding sectoral exports we have the
pollution content of these sectoral exports and their sum gives us the pollution content of all
exports.
In Antweiler (1996), lack of detailed or accurate data led to the assumption that for the same
sectoral outputs similar technologies of production with respect to greenhouse emissions prevail
in both, the Dutch sectors and in the other trading countries. That means that for output i the same
ψit prevail in all countries. This assumption certainly biases the results but we have adopted it in
our case study as well. As in the case of exports, using these coefficients we can find the pollution
content of each imported i and the pollution content of total imports. If different technologies and
emission coefficients ψit prevail and data are available, nothing changes in the suggested method
of SDA.

6

In Su et. al (2010) a formal presentation and analysis of the two approaches is presented together with distorting
results due to assumption or lack of accurate data. Moreover, the impact of sector aggregation on estimated
emissions embodied in China’s exports, is investigated.
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Using superscripts cp and pp to denote values of exports and imports in current and previous
year prices respectively (ψit’s are always here in current prices), we define the Antweiler PTTI for
year t in current prices as:
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We define similarly the index for year t, measured in previous year (t-1) prices as:
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We define now the index for year t in current prices (or previous year prices), that would have
prevailed under the technology of the previous year (t-1), using the star symbol * as:
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cp ( pp )
i (t 1) M ijt

Based on the above definitions and concepts, the total change of the defined and measured
Antweiler PTTI between two periods t-1 and t, is given by

( PTTI)tcp  ( PTTI)tcp1

(5). The change in

(5) can be broken down, initially into two parts: A part is caused solely by changes in prices of
traded commodities, given by

cp

pp

( PTTI ) t  ( PTTI ) t

(6). Another part is caused by changes in both,

the real volume and mix of trade, and technology with respect to pollutant emissions (ψ’s). It
equals

( PTTI)tpp  ( PTTI)tcp1

(7). The change in (5) can be broken down also in the following two

parts: One is the change in real volume and mix of trade, which is equal to
The other is the change in both, technology (ψ’s) and prices, given by

cp
( PTTI)tpp
*  ( PTTI)t 1

( PTTI)tcp  ( PTTI)tpp
*

(8).

(9). The

part of change in (5) due to changes in technology only, is given by the difference
( PTTI)tpp  ( PTTI)tpp
*

(10). As expected, using the concepts, (10) should be derived also as the

difference (9) minus (6), or the total change in (5) minus the sum of (6) plus (8). Other equations
resulting from the concepts exist and can be used to confirm the formulas measuring the role of
one or two of the three factors examined, in causing the total change (for example the change due
to real volume and mix of trade in (8) equals the total change in (5) minus the change due to
changes in technology and prices (9)).
What is of essence here, is the fact that the total change of the Antweiler PTTI between t-1
and t, as expressed in (5) can be divided into three parts: The difference in (6) caused by changes
in prices, the difference in (8) caused by changes in the real volume and mix of trade, and the
difference in (10) caused by changes in technology with regards to pollution content per unit of
exported and imported commodities. This type of SDA can be conducted for any length of period
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instead from year to year. However, trade data in previous year prices should be expressed then in
prices of any other original period.
Expressions (5), (6), (8), and (10) give us the value of change in the Antweiler index and its
decomposition into the three parts. If for every year t we divide the results of all these expressions
by

( PTTI)tcp
1

we obtain the percentage change of the index and the part of this percentage change

attributed to prices, the real volume and mix of trade, and technology. As expected the sum of the
three parts equals the percentage change of the index. Moreover, dividing every difference in (6),
(8), and (10) by (5), we obtain the percentage share of the change in index, that can be attributed
to prices, real volume and mix of trade, and technology. The sum of the last three percentages
equals of course unity.
Results
Using the mentioned data and variables for The Netherlands for the years 2007-2010 and
the interim year to year periods as a case study of the proposed SDA for the Antweiler PTTI in (1)
which was estimated for each year. The magnitudes in (2), (3) and (4) were also estimated.
Subsequently we estimated the change in PTTI as is (5) and the changes in (6), (8), and (10). The
results for all changes are given below in Table 1.
Table 1: Changes in the Antweiler PTTI and the impacts of the three factors
Year

(PTTI)cp

(PTTI)pp

Total change

Price effect

Trade effect

Technology effect

( PTTI)tcp  ( PTTI)tcp
1

( PTTI )tcp  ( PTTI )tpp

cp
( PTTI)tpp
*  ( PTTI) t 1

( PTTI)tpp  ( PTTI)tpp
*

2010

1.218

1.222

-0.171

-0.004

-0.172

0.005

2009

1.389

1.259

0.163

0.130

0.036

-0.002

2008

1.226

1.252

-0.016

-0.026

0.012

-0.001

2007

1.241
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The results are quite interesting because despite the short overall period covered, we can see cases
of relatively small and large changes in the observed PTTIs and a diverse behavior in the role of
the factors influencing their changes. Moreover, as one would expect, the change in the PTTIs
caused by changes in technology are small in absolute magnitude for year to year periods.
However, these changes still provide interesting information on the SDA of the index.
During the first period 2007-2008 the Antweiler PTTI undergoes an insignificant change of
negative sign. This is due to the price effect, with the sum of the two other effects having a positive
sign. The results serve to show that although the measured index declines, if we had measured the
content of pollution per actual quantity unit of traded commodities the result would have been of
the opposite sign. If we are interested in actual pollution content therefore and the consequences
of trade and environmental policy such as environmental taxes, dumping, etc. it is the change in
the sum of technology effect and the real volume and trade effect that we should be looking at,
with the distinction between the two effects being done to evaluate the role of technology change
and possibly for other purposes related to technology.
During the second period the index presents a much larger and rather significant change. A
look however at the results for the period shows that this impression is largely created by changes
in prices of the traded commodities. The sum of the other two effects is very small. Unlike the
observed magnitude of change in PTTI, if the change in actual pollution content of trade was taken
under consideration only, the pollution terms of trade would present a much smaller change. In the
third period 2009-2010 the measured Antweiler PTTI displays a reduction in which the role of
prices change played now a minimal role. The real trade effect seems to be the most important
factor for the outcome this time and the reduction of the index reflects to a large extent changes in
17

the actual pollution content of trade. This is always given by the sum of the two non-price effects
as in (7).
The significance of each factor for the changes of the index appears clearer in the two tables
that follow. In both tables the three first columns are the same as in Table 1, referring to the values
of the index in current and previous year prices for each year.
Table 2: Percentage change of the Antweiler PTTI, and its’ parts of the three factors.
Year

(PTTI)cp

(PTTI)pp

Total % change
cp

Price effect
cp

( PTTI ) t  ( PTTI ) t 1

Trade effect

cp

pp

( PTTI ) t  ( PTTI ) t

cp
( PTTI ) tpp
*  ( PTTI ) t 1

cp

cp

( PTTI ) tpp  ( PTTI ) tpp
*

cp

( PTTI ) t 1

( PTTI ) t 1

Technology effect

( PTTI ) tcp1

( PTTI ) t 1

2010

1.218

1.222

-0.123

-0.003

-0.124

0.004

2009

1.389

1.259

0.133

0.106

0.029

-0.002

2008

1.226

1.252

-0.013

-0.021

0.010

-0.001

2007

1.241

The fourth column of Table 2 provides the three sequential percentage changes of the index
for the covered period. This column is also the sum of the three last columns that follow. These
columns present separately the parts of the total percentage change in PTTI, attributed to the three
effects. The impact of the three factors in terms of the relative changes in PTTI they cause,
becomes clear. The small percentage change of -1.3% between the first two years is mostly due to
the price effect, which caused a -2.1% change in the index and determined also the sign of its
change. The sum of the two other effects causes an almost 1% positive change in the index. The
relatively large percentage increase of the index (13.3%) during the next one-year period, is
attributed again to the role of prices which caused a 10.6% percent change in the index. The change
in actual pollution content of trade due to real volume and trade mix changes and technology
changes as well, is very small in relative terms. Another possibility and completely different
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situation appears during the third one-year period. The -12.3% change of the index can be
attributed now almost solely to the two non-price effects which cause a 12% change in the value
of the Antweiler PTTI.
Table 3 that follows is perhaps more informative and shows the relative importance of each
factor in terms of its relative share of effect in the total change of the Antweiler PTTI, regardless
of what its’ absolute or percentage change is in the specific period.

Table 3: Percentage change and percentage shares of the total Antweiler PTTI change.
Year

(PTTI)cp

(PTTI)pp

Total % change
cp

Price effect
cp

( PTTI ) t  ( PTTI ) t 1
cp

( PTTI ) t 1

Trade effect

Technology effect

cp

pp

cp
( PTTI ) tpp
*  ( PTTI ) t 1

cp

cp

( PTTI ) t  ( PTTI ) t 1

( PTTI ) t  ( PTTI ) t

( PTTI ) t  ( PTTI ) t 1

cp

cp

( PTTI)tpp  ( PTTI)tpp
*
( PTTI)tcp  ( PTTI)tcp1

2010

1.218

1.222

-0.123

-0.026

-1.005

-0.030

2009

1.389

1.259

0.133

0.798

0.220

-0.017

2008

1.226

1.252

-0.013

1.696

-0.785

0.089

2007

1.241

The first three columns are the same as in the previous tables while the fourth is the same as
in Table 2 showing the percentage change of the index. The three columns that follow show the
size of each effect as a share of the change in index, i.e. the relative shares, which as expected sum
up to unity. It should be noted that their signs are not always the same as their corresponding
estimates in the other tables above. A positive sign for an effect now implies that the sign and
direction of the effect’s influence on the index is the same as the direction of overall change of the
index.
During the first one-year period the price effect is 169.6% of the total change in the index
showing again the significance of the price changes which imposed the negative sign of the index’s
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change. The two non-price effects showing the impact of changes in the true pollution content of
trade have a negative share of 69.6% of the total change in the PTTI indication. Their total effect
is in the opposite direction than the one that prevailed over the index. It is interesting that when
shares of impacts are considered which diminish -to some extent only- the influence of the small
size of the periods examined on the measured technology effect, the latter becomes clearer. For
this particular one-year period, almost 9% of the total PTTI change is caused by technology
changes which considered separately from the other non-price effect, cause a change of the index
towards its actual direction of change.
During the second period a large share of almost 80% of the change in the index, can be
attributed to changes in prices of the traded commodities. This adds to a positive 22% share of the
real trade effect. A small negative share corresponds to the technology effect showing now that
this effects tends to move the index towards the opposite to its prevailing direction. Here the price
changes are seen again as expected from previous results, as the major factor driving the change
in the index value with the two non-price effect playing a relatively smaller role. A different
situation arose as known in the third period and appears here. The share of real trade effect tells
the whole story with the share of price effect being very small. Both effects reinforce each other
and they are positive since they both contribute to the prevailing reduction of the index. A negative
share of 3% belongs to the technology effect showing that its size is a small share of the total
change in index and moved the index towards the opposite than the prevailing direction.
Final remarks
We discussed the issue of the original Antweiler Pollution Terms of Trade Index (PTTI) and
its values. Given the objectives of research we argue that its use may be more suitable than the
revised PTTI using value added. The latter is preferred if one wishes to account for economic
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gains/losses compared to environmental gains/losses due to international trade. When other
hypotheses are examined (eg. environmental dumping as such), we believe the original Antweiler
PTTI is preferred, either with induced effects or not. However, price effects distort the use of the
original index for intertemporal and intercountry comparisons and conclusions. SDA analysis can
show the impact of prices if one is interested. The problem persists if factor component analysis is
conducted at the levels of the index, due to lack of appropriate price data.
Due to this distortion, intertemporal SDA on changes of the index can better reflect the
impact of regulation, taxation, or incentives on the relative pollution content of trade per unit of
traded commodities. We proposed a technique of standard additive SDA of changes in the index.
The method measures the impact of changes in prices of traded commodities, the impact of changes
in the mix and actual volume of trade, and the impact of changes in technology of production in
terms of pollutant generation per unit of production. The impact of changes in the real volume and
mix of trade and technology of production are what we should consider as changes in the index
due to actual changes in the pollution content of trade.
We used emissions of the CO2 greenhouse equivalent in our study for the Netherlands, but
another or more pollutants can also be used in applying the proposed SDA method. In addition,
lack of data forced us to assume that technology of production of each specific traded commodity
has been similar in the producing countries. This restrictive assumption found also in the literature,
can be lifted if data are available without any changes in the logic and basics of the SDA method.
Trying to lift the assumption in our empirical analysis using intercountry IO tables and other data
and methods found in the literature, resulted in the necessity to make various assumptions for the
missing data (as in this literature) which we consider also restrictive. More importantly, the lack
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of certain data in these datasets hindered our ability to account for effects of price changes that we
consider very important.
Appropriate use of the index should be based on its’ definition and the subject of research.
On the other hand, previous empirical results using the index, may seem “paradoxical” because
there is no separate consideration of prices and not because the initial PTTI’s definition is
irrelevant to the tested theories.
We showed using the Dutch IO and environmental accounts on greenhouse CO2 gas
equivalents how changes in prices can reverse, minimize, and substantially magnify the value of
measured PTTI changes and values. Hence, subtracting the effect of price changes can
considerably change the conclusion of a hypothesis testing. What matters for practical purposes
is that the changes in the actual pollution content of trade is considered when the redistribution of
environment-polluting activities is examined. The SDA additive technique can be used also with
IO data expressed in constant prices, (i.e. with the results unaffected by price distortions) to
attribute PTTI changes to the same as here, or more real factors. Our additive method is exact and
all PTTI changes are attributed to examined factors, with no residual term due factor interaction.
However, as is the case with SDA techniques, the interaction of factors and the influence of one
on the significance of the other is not captured.
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